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Abstract
Fear of certain threat and anxiety about uncertain threat are distinct emotions with unique behavioral, cognitive-attentional, and neuroanatomical
components. Both anxiety and fear can be studied in the laboratory by measuring the potentiation of the startle reflex. The startle reflex is
a defensive reflex that is potentiated when an organism is threatened and the need for defense is high. The startle reflex is assessed via
electromyography (EMG) in the orbicularis oculi muscle elicited by brief, intense, bursts of acoustic white noise (i.e., “startle probes”). Startle
potentiation is calculated as the increase in startle response magnitude during presentation of sets of visual threat cues that signal delivery
of mild electric shock relative to sets of matched cues that signal the absence of shock (no-threat cues). In the Threat Probability Task, fear
is measured via startle potentiation to high probability (100% cue-contingent shock; certain) threat cues whereas anxiety is measured via
startle potentiation to low probability (20% cue-contingent shock; uncertain) threat cues. Measurement of startle potentiation during the Threat
Probability Task provides an objective and easily implemented alternative to assessment of negative affect via self-report or other methods
(e.g., neuroimaging) that may be inappropriate or impractical for some researchers. Startle potentiation has been studied rigorously in both
animals (e.g., rodents, non-human primates) and humans which facilitates animal-to-human translational research. Startle potentiation during
certain and uncertain threat provides an objective measure of negative affective and distinct emotional states (fear, anxiety) to use in research on
psychopathology, substance use/abuse and broadly in affective science. As such, it has been used extensively by clinical scientists interested in
psychopathology etiology and by affective scientists interested in individual differences in emotion.

Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/51905/

Introduction
The overall goal of the Threat Probability Task is to experimentally disentangle the expression of anxiety in response to low probability (i.e.,
uncertain) threats from fear in response to high probability (i.e., certain) threats. Uncertainty occurs when some aspect of a threat is poorly
defined. While anxiety can be described in numerous ways, exacerbated responses to low probability or otherwise uncertain negative events
1,2
is a distinguishing clinical symptom in anxiety disorders . Furthermore, increased anxiety related physiological responding during uncertain
threat of shock versus fear related physiological responding during certain threat of shock in laboratory tasks may provide a physiological marker
3
for anxiety disorders . Dampening of anxiety to uncertain threats specifically may be a critical component of the stress response dampening
4-7
properties of drugs such as alcohol . Increased anxiety during uncertain threat may mark a neuroadaptation in the brain’s stress circuitry
4,8
following chronic drug use . Thus, the Threat Probability Task provides an objective measure of negative affective and distinct emotional states
(anxiety, fear) to use in research on psychopathology, substance use/abuse and affective science. As such, it can be a powerful tool for use by
clinical and affective scientists interested in psychopathology etiology and individual differences in emotion.
Traditional methods used to study emotions in humans
9

Affective scientists have used numerous measures and paradigms to study human emotion but most of these do not provide the necessary
precision found in the Threat Probability Task to parse anxiety from other negative emotions such as fear. For example, self-report is commonly
used but it may suffer from demand characteristics and other forms of response bias. Participants may not be able to accurately distinguish
between anxiety and fear, and the connection of their report to underlying neurobiological mechanisms is distal at best. Furthermore, self-report
must often be conducted retrospectively since the process of introspection and report might otherwise alter participants’ experience of the
affective stimuli. Of course, retrospective report suffers from memory interference and degradation. Psychophysiologists often measure emotions
10
during an affect manipulation that involves presentation of emotionally evocative pictures . This picture viewing task is well validated, is less
affected by the shortcomings of self-report, and has resulted in many important insights regarding individual differences in affective response
11,12
and their contribution to psychopathology
. However, only broad negative affect is measured during this picture viewing task which does not
allow for the study of distinct negative emotions such as anxiety and fear which can be measured with the Threat Probability Task. Affective
neuroscientists frequently measure functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during tasks that elicit negative affect but these approaches
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may be too costly for many researchers. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal resolutions of fMRI methods are currently limited, making it
difficult for fMRI to disentangle the neurological structures believed to be associated with anxiety versus other emotions. More importantly, a welldefined fMRI index of any type of negative affect has yet to be established.
Translational research with animals using the startle response
The Threat Probability Task is modeled after basic research with animals that provided the first example of the precision needed to disentangle
anxiety from fear. Neuroscientists have used carefully controlled lesion studies with rodents to model anxiety and fear using differential
responses to uncertain and certain cued threat of electric shock. This work has elucidated important differences in anxiety related responses
to low probability, ambiguously defined, distal or otherwise uncertain shock versus fear related responses to highly probable, clearly defined,
13
imminent certain shock . Uncertain threats elicit freezing and hyper vigilance in animals, whereas certain threats elicit active avoidance,
14
defensive attack, or both . Imminent, certain threats focus attention on the threat itself, whereas distal, temporally uncertain threats encourage
15–17
distributed attention to the overall environment
. Response to temporally uncertain threats appears to be sustained, whereas response
13
to certain threats is phasic and time-locked to the threat . In related work, lesion studies have shown that response to uncertain threats are
selectively mediated by corticotrophin-releasing factor and norepinephrine pathways through the lateral divisions of the central nucleus of
18
the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis . Much of this work uses potentiation of the acoustic startle response as a primary
13
dependent measure , which is the same dependent measure used in the Threat Probability Task. The neurobiological substrates of the
startle response circuit have been extensively studied with the discovery of clear connections to the brain structures active in responses to
19,20
uncertain and certain threats
. The startle response can be assessed in numerous species which provides a powerful translational tool to
study emotions. The startle response in humans occurs reflexively in response to a sudden and intense auditory stimulus. Startle is most often
measured in humans by the placement of electromyography (EMG) electrodes on the orbicularis oculi (lid closing) muscle of the eye. Startle
related EMG activity is potentiated when an organism is presented with a threatening stimulus such as an impending electric shock relative to
19
non-threatening stimuli .
The No-shock, Predictable-shock, Unpredictable-shock (NPU) task and threat uncertainty
The Threat Probability Task was inspired by Grillon and colleagues when these researchers introduced the use of startle potentiation to study
21
anxiety and fear in humans with the No-shock, Predictable-shock, Unpredictable-shock (NPU) task . In the Predictable condition of the NPU
task, shocks are 100 percent cue-contingent and occur at a consistent, known time (end of brief cue presentation). In the Unpredictable
condition of the NPU task, shocks are fully unpredictable. Patients with posttraumatic stress and panic disorders exhibit selectively increased
22,23
startle potentiation during unpredictable but not predictable shock in the NPU task
. In other work, medications prescribed to treat anxiety
24
have a greater effect on startle potentiation during unpredictable shock than during predictable shock in the NPU task . In research on the
4
anxiolytic effects of alcohol, Moberg and Curtin used the NPU task to demonstrate that a moderate dose of alcohol selectively reduces startle
potentiation during threat of unpredictable but not predictable shock. Uncertainty is multifaceted and shocks in the unpredictable condition of
the NPU task are uncertain in regards to both IF they are to occur (probability uncertainty) and WHEN they occur (temporal uncertainty). Many
19
5
theories suggest that the WHEN dimension of uncertainty is critical in producing anxiety . However, data from Curtin et al. suggests a common
mechanism for the elicitation of anxiety across various types of uncertainty. The Threat Probability task described here manipulates uncertainty
about IF a shock will occur while holding all other dimensions of uncertainty constant thus making clear what aspect of uncertainty is responsible
for the effects the task presents. Tasks that use startle potentiation to cued threat are flexible and can also be modified by affective scientists to
25
7,26
manipulate uncertainty about WHERE the shocks are going to occur and HOW BAD they will be . Of all of these tasks, the Threat Probability
Task is one of the easiest to interpret due to its focus on one dimension of uncertainty and most straightforward to implement due to its inclusion
of only two threat uncertainty variants (low probability and high probability shock).
The Threat Probability Task
In the Threat Probability Task, the participant is seated approximately 1.5 m from a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor. Threat cues are displayed
on the monitor for 5 sec each with a variable duration ITI (range = 15-20 sec). Threat cues are divided into sets of two shock threat conditions
and one no-threat condition (see Figure 1). In both threat conditions shocks of 200 msec duration are delivered at 4.5 sec into cue presentation
times to the participant’s fingers. In the 100% threat probability condition, shocks are delivered during presentation of every cue. In 20% threat
probability condition, shocks are delivered during presentation of 1 out of every 5 cues. The participant sees two sets (15 cues total) of each
threat probability condition. The participant also sees two neutral sets of cues that signal no threat (no-threat cues; 15 cues total). Text displayed
on the monitor informs the participant of the next set type. A label for the set type is displayed during the entire set in the upper left corner of
the monitor. Different color cues are used for each condition to facilitate awareness of each set for the participant. Throughout the task, the
stimulus presentation program presents the participant with acoustic startle probes in the form of 50 msec bursts of 102 dB white noise with near
instantaneous rise time delivered through headphones. Acoustic startle probes are delivered at 4 sec into the presentation of a subset of the
cues. Additional probes are delivered at 13 sec and 15 sec post cue offset during the ITIs to decrease the predictability of the probes. Before
any presentation of visual stimuli, the task begins with the delivery of 3 acoustic startle probes to habituate the startle response immediately
before main task measurement. Researchers balance the serial position of the acoustic startle probes across conditions within subjects in order
27,28
to control for habituation and sensitization effects
. For an example of one fully counterbalanced series of trials for the Threat Probability Task
see Supplementary Material.
The Threat Probability task has been used to demonstrate that low probability (uncertain) shock alone is sufficient to elicit anxiety and allow
6
assessment of the anxiolytic effects of alcohol . Preliminary research with dependent marijuana users suggests the Threat Probability Task
29
can also be used to assess the effects of drug withdrawal . Thus, the Threat Probability Task provides an easily implemented alternative to
more expensive and less precise methods for the objective measure of distinct negative emotional states (e.g., anxiety and fear) for research on
psychopathology, substance use/abuse, and broad affective science.
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Protocol
The local ethics committee has approved the following procedure and all participants who have taken part in this procedure have given informed
30,27
consent. For additional detail of psychophysiological measurement and stimulus presentation please see
.

1. Electromyography (EMG) Recording Preparation
1. Ask the participant to wash their face thoroughly with soap, paying particular attention to the target sensor locations, which are located below
one eye and in the middle of the participant’s forehead (see Figure 2).
2. Seat the participant in a comfortable upright chair in the experimental chamber.
3. Prepare the participant’s skin for EMG measurement.
1. Clean the target sensor locations with an alcohol pad.
2. Clean the same locations with a gritty exfoliate gel using a small gauze pad to further remove dirt or dead skin cells that can impede
measurement of the electromyographic activity.
4. Prepare and attach EMG electrodes.
1. Fill all silver-silver chloride (Ag–AgCl) sensor cups with conductive gel using a syringe and blunt needle.
2. Attach a large (e.g., 8 mm) Ag-AgCl sensor to the center of the participant’s forehead using an adhesive collar.
3. Attach two additional small (e.g., 4 mm) Ag-AgCl sensors below the participant’s eye using adhesive collars. Place the first of these
27
small sensors in line with the pupil at forward gaze and the second sensor 1-2 cm lateral to the first (Figure 2; see also ). Do not allow
the adhesive collars to overlap as this may increase movement artifact. Prevent gel overflow to avoid forming a gel bridge between the
two sensors below the eye as this will cause current to flow via the bridge and impair measurement of EMG activity.
5. Start the EMG acquisition software on the physiology computer and ask the participant to blink a few times to verify that the EMG response is
being recorded properly and that eye blinks can be observed on the display of the data collection software (see Figure 3A for an example of
EMG activity associated with a blink).
6. Check the impedance for each sensor.
NOTE: Many laboratories require impedances below 10 kΩ (or more conservatively, 5 kΩ) but actual tolerable thresholds for measured
impedance levels depend on many variables such as experimental design, amplifier design, and practical constraints with respect to time
needed to reduce impedances and the participant population. Regardless, high impedances increase susceptibility of the EMG signal to
electrical artifact, which may be problematic (60 Hz noise; see Figure 3B).
7. Place the headphones on the participant’s head.

2. Baseline Measurement of General Startle Reactivity
NOTE: This assessment also serves to further habituate the startle response prior to the three habituation probes delivered just before task
31
start . Including general startle reactivity as a covariate in statistical analysis of startle potentiation increases statistical power to detect within
12,32
and between participant effects. General startle reactivity may also reflect an interesting individual difference measure
.
1. Ask the participant to get comfortable before the start of the baseline task and to remain as still as possible throughout the task with their feet
flat on the floor. Participant movement may introduce artifact into the EMG signal (see Figure 3C).
2. Remind the participant that they can discontinue their participation at any point during the experiment. Monitor the participant using video and
audio feed from the experimental chamber during both the baseline assessment and main task.
3. Save the EMG signal with acquisition software on the physiology computer and start the stimulus presentation software on the stimulus
control computer.
4. Present the participant with a series of colored squares that will be used in the main task but have not yet been paired with electric shock.
Present startle probes during a subset of these cues and the interval between the cues. Timing parameters for cue duration, interval between
cues, and startle probes should match parameters from the main task. Reliable measurement of general startle reactivity requires the
presentation of at least 4 probes. This baseline task takes approximately 5 min to complete.
5. Average together the participant’s peak EMG startle response to each startle probe in the baseline procedure to produce one value which will
serve as this participant’s general startle reactivity (see steps 6.1-6.6 for how to process the EMG data). Include general startle reactivity as
an additive or interactive covariate in statistical models involving startle potentiation (see step 6.8).

3. Shock Tolerance Threshold Assessment
1. Affix two shock electrodes with standard medical tape to the participant’s hand (e.g., distal phalanges of index and ring fingers of the
33–35
hand)
.
2. Present the participant with a series of increasingly intense electric shocks. After each shock is administered, ask the participant to rate how
aversive they found the shock on a 100-point scale. Ask them to use a rating of 0 if they cannot feel a shock at all, a rating of 50 for the first
level of shock that they consider to be uncomfortable, and a rating of 100 for the highest level of shock that they can tolerate.
3. Instruct the participant that it is important to accurately report the highest shock they can tolerate. The participant should not be informed that
their report will impact the actual shocks they receive as this may lead to bias in their report.
4. Stop the shock tolerance assessment once the participant rates a shock as 100. Record the shock level and administer shocks at this level in
the Threat Probability Task to control for individual differences in shock sensitivity.
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NOTE: Electric shocks are administered to each participant’s subjective maximum shock tolerance threshold. However, lower intensity
21
shocks are also used . Regardless, it is important that the shock intensity selected is sufficient to elicit a robust negative affective response
and associated startle potentiation from all participants.

4. The Threat Probability Task
1. Provide the participant with a cover story that encourages attention throughout the task.
NOTE: Some participants may find it difficult to maintain attention throughout the Threat Probability Task. An example of a cover story that
researchers can tell participants in order to encourage attention in this task is to tell the participant that the researchers are interested in
measuring the participant’s ability to pay attention over time during a simple, repetitive visual task similar to the task required of air traffic
controllers.
2. Provide the participant with general task information and specific cue-shock contingencies for each condition.
1. Instruct the participant that the task lasts approximately 20 min.
2. Instruct the participant that the task includes cues that last 5 sec each separated by 15-20 sec on average.
3. Inform the participant that the cues are organized into sets with each set lasting 2-3 min each.
4. Instruct the participant that there are three types of sets, 20% shock sets, 100% shock sets and No shock sets.
5. Instruct the participant that they will receive shocks at the end of approximately 1 out of every 5 cues in 20% shock sets and 5 out of
every 5 cues in 100% shock sets.
6. Assure the participant that they will receive no shocks at any time during No shock sets or during the time between the presentations of
the cues (ITI) in any of the sets.
7. Allow the participant to ask questions about the task at the end of the instructions. Following this, quiz the participant to make sure they
completely understand the shock contingencies. Remind the participant that they can discontinue their participation at any point during
the experiment.
3. Save the EMG signal with acquisition software on the physiology computer and start stimulus presentation software on the stimulus control
computer that will control task stimuli.
4. Carefully monitor the participant for voluntary movements, closing of eyes, or excessive discomfort.

5. Post-experiment
1. After the cued threat task, administer a questionnaire to the participant to verify that the threat contingencies were well understood during the
task. Ask the participant to rate how anxious or fearful they were when they saw each threat cue on a 5 point rating scale from 1 (not at all
anxious/fearful) to 5 (extremely anxious/fearful).
7,25
NOTE: Results from Bradford et al.
using two separate threat uncertainty tasks have shown a pattern of results in self-reported anxiety
which closely matched that of startle potentiation.
2. Debrief the participant, compensate them for their time, and dismiss them.
3. Clean and disinfect all sensors.

6. Data Processing, Reduction, and Analysis
36

NOTE: Researchers can accomplish data processing and reduction with various software packages. EEGLAB is a free, open source toolbox
37
for analysis of psychophysiological data within Matlab . For a template EEGLAB script of data processing and reduction steps please see the
27
supplementary material. Data processing and reduction follow published guidelines . For a display of a few seconds of the unprocessed (raw)
continuous EMG signal surrounding one startle probe, see Figure 4A.
th

Apply a forward-backward high pass filter (4 order 28 Hz Butterworth filter) to the raw continuous EMG (see Figure 4A,B).
Rectify the filtered continuous EMG (see Figure 4C).
th
Smooth the rectified EMG signal using a forward-backward 4 order 30 Hz Butterworth low pass filter (see Figure 4D).
Epoch the smoothed continuous signal, retaining -50 to 250 msec surrounding the acoustic startle probe onset and “Baseline correct” the
epoched signal by subtracting the mean of the pre-probe baseline (-50 to 0 msec) from the entire epoched signal (see Figure 4E).
5. Score startle response from each epoch as maximum response between 20 and 100 msec post-probe onset (see Figure 4F).
6. Reject trials with excessive artifact (e.g., excessive deflections in the pre-probe baseline; see Figure 5).
NOTE: Signals that contain greater than 40 μV deflections in the pre-probe baseline may be identified as artifact.
7. Average startle response for epochs within each task condition (no-shock, 20% shock, 100% shock) (see Figure 6A).
1. Calculate startle potentiation for uncertain shock as the difference between mean startle response to startle probes during 20% shock
cues vs. no-shock cues (see Figure 6B). NOTE: Startle response to ITI probes during the 20% condition can also be measured to
6,21
study effects of anticipation and sustained startle potentiation relevant to some conceptualizations of anxiety .
2. Calculate startle potentiation for certain shock as the difference between mean startle response to startle probes during 100% shock
cues vs. no-shock cues (see Figure 6B).
1.
2.
3.
4.

8. Analyze startle potentiation using a General Linear Model with repeated measures on task condition and general startle reactivity (calculated
32
in step 2.5) as an additive or interactive covariate .

Representative Results
The Threat Probability Task produces robust startle potentiation during both 100% (certain) probability and 20% (uncertain) probability threat
cues (see Figure 6B). Previous results using this task show startle potentiation during the uncertain (20%) threat condition to be significantly
increased above startle potentiation during high probability (100%) (certain) threat condition. Acute administration of a moderate does of alcohol
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(target blood alcohol concentration of 0.08%) produces selectively greater reduction in startle potentiation during 20% (uncertain) threat versus
38,39
100% (certain) threat (see Figure 7) in humans. This confirms the “classic” stress response dampening effect of alcohol on anxiety
. Similarly,
short term (3 day) deprivation of marijuana among heavy daily marijuana users produces selective greater increase in startle potentiation during
20% (uncertain) threat vs. 100% (certain) threat in humans (see Figure 8). This result is consistent with current rodent neuroscience evidence
8,13
that implicates selective “stress neuroadaptation” in brain circuits responsible for anxiety during uncertain threats or other stressors .

Figure 1. Cues in the Threat Probability Task are divided into two threat of shock (shocks displayed with yellow lightning bolts)
probability conditions of 100% probability and 20% probability. Shocks occur 4.5 sec into the cue presentation times in threat blocks. Startle
potentiation to the threat cues is calculated from startle to sets of no-threat cues. Each cue type is displayed in a different color to facilitate
understanding of the current condition. Acoustic startle probes (displayed as black asterisks) are presented 4 sec into the cue presentation times.
Acoustic startle probes are also presented at 13 or 15 sec into the ITI periods between the cues.
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Figure 2. EMG electrode placement. Two small (4 mm) electro-conductive gel filled EMG Ag-AgCl electrodes are placed over the lower portion
of the orbicularis oculi muscle. One large (8 mm) Ag-AgCl ground electrode is placed on non-focal site such as the participant’s forehead.
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Figure 3. Raw EMG signals. Panel A displays 2 sec of the EMG signal surrounding presentation of a startle probe (vertical gray dotted line).
Panel B displays a similar period of EMG signal that is contaminated by a high degree of electrical noise due to high impedances. Panel C
displays a similar period of EMG signal that is contaminated by movement artifact. Click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 4. Data Reduction for Startle Response. Panels A-F display a raw EMG signal taken through each processing step described in the
protocol. The occurrence of the startle probe is indicated by a vertical gray dotted line) Panel A displays an unprocessed EMG signal. Panel
B Displays an EMG signal that has been high pass filtered to remove low frequency artifact. Panel C displays the same EMG signal after
rectification. Panel D displays the same EMG signal after it has been smoothed by a low pass filter. Panel E displays the same EMG signal after
it has been epoched and baseline corrected. Panel F displays the same EMG signal as panel E with the gray band representing the 20 msec to
100 msec scoring window for peak startle response (marked with a vertical hatch mark). Click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 5. Excessive artifact in pre-probe baseline. A fully processed EMG signal with excessive pre-probe baseline activity. In this case, the
participant moved or blinked immediately before the acoustic startle probe presentation (vertical gray dotted line). Click here to view a larger
version of this figure.

Figure 6. Trial level startle and mean startle potentiation by condition. Panel A shows one fully processed individual trial from each of the
three conditions (20% shock [in blue], 100% shock [in red], No Shock [in green]) superimposed on one another. Presentation of the startle probe
is indicated by a vertical gray dotted line. The gray band represents the 20 msec to 100 msec scoring window for peak startle response. Peak
scored startle response is indicated by a vertical hatch line. Panel B shows the average startle potentiation after subtracting the mean scored
response across the 6 individual trials in the No-Shock condition from the mean scored response across the 8 individual trials for each shock
condition. Mean startle potentiation for the 100% shock and 20% shock conditions are displayed in red and blue, respectively. Click here to view
a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 7. Startle potentiation by Beverage group and threat probability. Mean startle potentiation for the 20% shock condition is displayed
with the blue line. Mean startle potentiation for the 100% shock condition is displayed with the red line. Standard error of the mean from point
6
estimates of predicted startle potentiation in the General Linear Model are displayed with error bars . Click here to view a larger version of this
figure.
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Figure 8. Startle potentiation by Marijuana group and threat probability. Mean startle potentiation for the 20% shock condition is displayed
with the blue line. Mean startle potentiation for the 100% shock condition is displayed with the red line. Standard error of the mean from point
29
estimates of predicted startle potentiation in the General Linear Model are displayed with error bars . Click here to view a larger version of this
figure.
Supplemental Figure 1. Circuit diagram for the custom shock box used in John Curtin’s Addiction Research Laboratory.
Supplemental Table 1. A fully counterbalanced series of trials for the Threat Probability Task. Multiple orders should be used across participants
to reduce order effects.

Discussion
The Threat Probability Task can be used to study the expression of anxiety and fear by assessing startle potentiation to low probability
(uncertain) and high probability (certain) threat of electric shock. The primary dependent measure and threat contingencies used in this task can
be used with rodents, non-human primates and humans, thus, providing an excellent translational tool for studying the expression of negative
13,18,40
affect
. Startle potentiation to threat of electric shock has clear connections to defensive system activation, is resistant to volitional control,
and has well defined neurobiological substrates. This is in contrast to self-report measures of affect that may be unduly influenced by demand
characteristics and are distal to known neurobiology. The Threat Probability Task offers the precision to parse distinct forms of negative affect in
contrasts to other common psychophysiological methods like the Emotional Picture Viewing task. The Threat Probability Task is straightforward
to implement and easy to analyze in contrast to other more costly and technical methods such as fMRI.
The Threat Probability Task is one example of a broader class of threat tasks that manipulate threat uncertainty using cued electric shock
as the threat and startle potentiation as the dependent measure. As such, there is considerable flexibility in cue-shock contingencies and
shock characteristics that can support a program of research with strong conceptual replications. For example, the Threat Probability Task
21
is a derivative of the previously validated No-Shock, Predictable Shock, Unpredictable shock task . The NPU task manipulates uncertainty
regarding both IF (shock probability) and WHEN (shock timing) shocks will occur. The NPU task has been used to examine drug administration
4,34
22–24,41–43
and deprivation effects on negative affective response
and etiological mechanisms in mood and anxiety disorders
. In other research,
Curtin and colleagues have also developed variants of these cued threat tasks that precisely manipulate threat uncertainty about WHEN (shock
5,29,44
25
7
timing)
; WHERE (administration location on body for shock) ; and HOW BAD (shock intensity) . While Curtin et al.’s use of these tasks has
thus far focused on the effects of drug administration and withdrawal in healthy participants; all of these tasks could be used to study anxiety and
2,45
fear responses in patients with anxiety and other mental disorders .
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Curtin and colleagues have used all of the aforementioned classes of cued threat tasks in a program of research that has probed the boundary
conditions of alcohol’s anxiolytic effects on anxiety expressed during uncertain threat, broadly defined. In all of these tasks, alcohol had a
significantly greater stress response dampening effect on startle potentiation during uncertain than certain threat. The consistent pattern of
results supports the validity of the threat uncertainty construct and the use of this whole class of tasks to manipulate this construct. Animal
neuroscience addiction models suggest that neuroadaptation in the response to uncertain threats and other stressors following repeated, chronic
8
drug use provides one important mechanism in the etiology of alcohol and other drug addiction . Research from our laboratory using these cued
29,34,44
threat tasks has provided preliminary support for this etiological mechanism in humans
.
Although startle potentiation provides an attractive translational measure of defensive reactivity to aversive events in the Threat Probability Task,
cross-validation with other distinct measures of negative affect responding will reduce concerns about alternative explanations that could be
specific to this dependent measure. In fact, the Threat Probability Task can easily accommodate other dependent measures. For example, event
related potentials, prepulse inhibition of startle, and behavioral responses can be examined in the Threat Probability Task to allow researchers
15,17,46
to probe differences in attentional function during anxiety versus fear
. Researchers interested in anxiety and fear acquisition, rather than
expression, can modify the instructions and stimulus parameters in the Threat Probability Task to better serve their research questions. As noted
7
earlier, retrospective self-report of anxiety/fear after each set or at the end of the task can be obtained easily . Online measurement of perceived
shock likelihood can also be obtained via keyboard press or voice recording to ensure that participants maintain attention and understanding
47
of instructions throughout the task (for an example see ). Future work with the Threat Probability Task and similar cued threat tasks can
combine other methods while using clinical patient populations to increase the external validity of the task and further define anxiety and fear.
For example, it is possible to correlate individual differences in the responding during the Threat Probability Task with responding to threats and
other stressors in the “real world” that are assessed via ecological momentary assessment (EMA). Furthermore, participant responding during
48–50
the Threat Probability Task can be used as a surrogate endpoint
to study the effects of pharmacological and/or behavioral interventions to
treat mood and anxiety disorders and substance dependence disorders.
The Threat Probability Task can also accommodate threats other than electric shock as well as other startle measurement methods. For
51
example, potentiation of the eyeblink startle response has been confirmed in response to aversive air blast directed at the throat and aversive
52
loud noise . The startle response can be potentiated by darkness in humans, which provides a clear translational bridge to light potentiated
13
startle in rodents (a nocturnal species ). The eye-blink startle response can also be elicited by probes in other sensory modalities including
27
53
visual and tactile . Clearly, measurement of startle potentiation in the Threat Probability Task and related cued threat tasks provides a flexible
tool to affective scientists interested in normative and pathological negative affective response.
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